Seat Cover Fitting Instructions

STEP 1:
FRONT SEAT COVERS FOR DETACHABLE HEADRESTS

1. To remove the two headrests from the front seats, press the release buttons and remove them.

2. Begin by gently sliding the front seat covers onto the backrest portions of the front seats.
3. After the backrest part has been fitted, locate the material flap in the center of the front seat cover and push it through the back seat crevice.

Optional: If your front seat center crevice is blocked by a flap, you can pull up the flap by locating the strap on the bottom of the front seats.

4. Cover the lower seat portions of the front seats.

5. Secure the lock down bands to the bottom of the front seats using the supplied “S” shaped hooks.

Optional: Alternatively, you can also simply tuck the seat covers underneath the front seats since they have an elastic mesh around them and a non-skid lining.
6. Install the front headrests back onto the front seats by opening the Velcro openings located at the top of each front seat cover.

7. Slip the front headrest covers onto the front seat headrests.

OPTIONAL STEP 1A: FRONT SEAT COVERS FOR NON-DETACHABLE HEADRESTS

1. Begin by gently sliding the front seat covers onto the backrest portions of the front seats.
2. After the backrest part has been fitted, locate the material flap in the center of the front seat cover and push it through the back seat crevice.

Optional: If your front seat center crevice is blocked by a flap, you can pull up the flap by locating the strap on the bottom of the front seats.

3. Cover the lower seat portions of the front seats.

4. Secure the lock down bands to the bottom of the front seats using the supplied “S” shaped hooks.

Optional: Alternatively, you can also simply tuck the seat covers underneath the front seats since they have an elastic mesh around them and a non-skid lining.
1. Find the lower rear seat cover from the package (it looks very similar to the upper backrest rear seat cover except it has 3 pieces of mesh cloth attached to it).

2. To lift up your bench seat, locate the release for the bench and push it to lift up the rear bench.
3. Fit the cover over the bench seat and secure it to the bottom of the bench seat using the supplied straps, buckles, and "S" shaped hooks.

Optional: You can also simply tuck the mesh cloth underneath the bench seat if you prefer since they have an elastic mesh and non-skid lining.

---

**STEP 3:**
**REAR BACKREST COVER**

1. To remove all of the headrests from the rear seats, press the release buttons and remove them.

Optional: If your rear headrests are not removable, then you can cut a line from the edge of the backrest cover to install the backrest cover (the material will not rip).
2. Fit the cover onto the backrest with the zippers opening from the bottom towards the top. Push the bottom straps through the seat crevice to the back and fasten the straps from the back side of the bench. Removing the rear bench seat or lifting it up will make it much easier to install the rear backrest cover.

Optional: You can also secure the lock down bands with the supplied "S" shaped hooks or you can simply tuck in the mesh cloth on the sides of the backrest area.
1. Please note that the upper and lower rear bench pieces are completely solid with no openings anywhere, as many consumers like to have a completely closed off upper and lower bench for maximum protection against sand and pet hair.

2. You can also create openings for the seat belts very easily. Ensure the rear seat covers are situated in their final resting positions.

   To pull the belt buckles out, cut two small holes where the belt buckles are protruding. The seat covers are made of a special material that will not tear easily even after being cut.
3. To create seat belt openings, make sure the seat belt is on top of the cover and not underneath the cover. Then cut a slit from the edge of the cover to allow the seat belt to protrude. To create split fold release lever/button openings, cut a small hole to allow the release lever/button to be exposed.
STEP 4: REAR HEADREST COVERS

1. Ensure the rear backrest cover is situated in its final resting position. Cut two tiny holes on top of the backrest cover to allow the headrest holes to protrude. Use a credit card to stuff the material underneath the holes for a more integrated look.

2. Place the headrests back onto the rear seats and install the headrest covers.
OPTIONAL USAGE TIP 1:
HOW TO SPLIT OR FOLD THE REAR SEATS

Based on the position of the bench split, unzip the corresponding zipper on the backrest or bench seat cover, this will allow you to fold the bench up and down.
OPTIONAL USAGE TIP 2:
HOW TO ACCESS YOUR REAR CENTER ARMREST AND CUP HOLDERS

You can unzip the center zipper to fold the rear armrest and cup holders down. Make sure to unzip from the bottom of the rear backrest cover and not the top.

OPTIONAL USAGE TIP 3:
ADJUSTING FOR BUCKET SEAT ARMRESTS

To remove the armrest, remove the screw cover cap and unscrew the screw located inside the armrest. After you have installed the seat covers, then re-install the armrest and screw cap.